NATURAL
Stone Veneer

...the adjacency of
natural stone next
to reﬁned, polished
millwork surfaces is
striking, making both
materials stand out.

Accent Element

as an
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T

he builders of the ancient pyramids
and temples had the right idea—
stone is the ideal building material.
It is attractive, extremely durable, in
abundant supply and just plain desirable.
It can bring rustic warmth to a clean,
modern composition and can also be
fabricated into elements suitable for
nearly every building surface.
If stone is so great, why isn’t everything
still made from the miracle material?
Realistically it comes down to cost. Every
project has a budget and with currently
depressed property values we are
challenged daily with achieving “more
with less.” Fortunately the building
stone supply industry is moving with the
market and introducing innovative and
cost-eﬃcient products that permit the
use of stone in architectural projects,
both big and small.

Cost Eﬀective Design
As a mid-size architectural ﬁrm located
in central Connecticut, we are fortunate
to have a wide variety of projects in our
portfolio. These projects range from
small residential additions to large
educational projects, but what they have
in common is a desire for elegant design
and a tight budget. While we recently
completed a new commercial oﬃce
building completely clad in stone, more
commonly we are looking for ways to add
accents or highlight building features
using limited scale stone accents. With
a high price per square foot, the key to
cost eﬀective stone design is to utilize

limited area to achieve maximum results.
These accent elements can be
constructed of full-bed stone veneer
or using natural thin stone veneer. We
mix the natural stone accents with less
expensive veneer options such as brick or
cedar, thus transforming the appearance
of the structure. One of the more
common design elements is to construct
a stone veneer base to the wall, utilizing
conventional wood siding above. For a few
thousand dollars, the entire appearance
of the home is enhanced. When utilizing
this approach, it is important to consider
the ﬁnal landscaping design, as often
mature plantings can hide the beauty of
the stone veneer base.

Linking Elements
Another approach commonly used is
to break up the elevation into several
sections. By cladding one (or several)
sections with stone and mixing in
other exterior materials we achieve an
interesting composition and the ability
to reduce the apparent scale. The most
common application is to utilize stone at
the main entry, however more interesting
compositions can be created by using
stone on linking elements such as
mudrooms, breezeways or other sections
of the elevation that link one portion of
the building to another. This approach
tends to work well on larger projects,
especially multi-family townhouse or
apartment style buildings. These building
types normally fall into the “developer”
client category and cost of construction
is extremely important. Often we are able
to convince our clients that small, well
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placed stone veneer accents contribute more to the ﬁnal
composition than their initial cost. These features raise
the quality feel of the entire project and allow the owner
to obtain increased rents or possibly sell the units at a
higher price.

Transform a Project from Ordinary to
Spectacular
It goes without saying that stone landscaping elements
can transform a project from ordinary to spectacular.
Advances in natural stone fabrication now permit
natural stone products to compete on an even stage with
artiﬁcial products such as concrete elements, cultured
stone and masonry pavers. The eﬀect is most harmonious
when exterior walls and steps utilize the same stone as
installed on the building itself. This ties the building to
the land and creates a pleasing aesthetic.
Another important and eﬀective application of stone
veneers is on the interior of a project. While this can be a
standalone application, we ﬁnd that it is more eﬀective
if the interior stone relates to the exterior, thus bringing
unity to the design solution. Interior ﬁnishes are generally
more reﬁned than exterior elements and the rustic nature
of stone only enhances this eﬀect. The adjacency of
natural stone next to reﬁned, polished millwork surfaces
is striking, making both materials stand out. We have
utilized this approach in spaces ranging from residential
kitchens and restaurants to conference rooms and
lobbies. Thin stone veneers make this application easier
than in the past and the eﬀect can be breathtaking.
Keep in mind that when designing with this fantastic
material, the human brain is trained to only feel
comfortable when viewing the material in traditional
applications. It is important to not install thin veneers
in locations where old-fashioned stone could not have
been utilized. Heavy stone surfaces hanging in the air or
installed with no obvious means of support are possible,
but not recommended. They make the material look fake
(even when it is not) and cheapen the overall eﬀect of the
application.
Natural stone veneers should be an important
component of the design palette for both interior and
exterior surfaces. Through careful, creative design the
material can be utilized in many applications that respect
the project budget, provide maximum visual interest and
provide a timeless appeal to the project.
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